By Nicole Nguyen and R. Tina Catania

“There is a politics to exhaustion. Feeling depleted can be a measure of just what we are up against.”[1]

Meet Stuart. He’s a fellow doctoral student. Watching Stuart – a white, able-bodied, middle-class man – for a short time, one sees the ease with which he glides through the academy’s hallways. Stuart pops into professors’ offices and tosses around passages from Das Kapital he learned while attending an elite, private high school. Stuart knows, intimately, how to navigate the academy. More can move through the academy, meeting few, if any, obstacles along the way. As Stuart earns the accolades bestowed upon him by other white, able-bodied, academic men – the gatekeepers – we are reminded that social privilege is “an energy saving device” and so “no wonder that not to inherit privilege can be so trying,” especially in the U.S. academy.[2]

Supported by his family, Stuart spends summer days at the beach writing without struggling to survive on his meager stipend. After class, Stuart drives to the home he owns to write journal articles, free from the weight and violence that non-dominant students must often process and endure in the face of unrelenting microaggressions[3] before beginning their own work. Stuart doesn’t need to think about how to make his work intelligible or valued as “real” scholarship.[4] He is not invested in excavating personal stories and organizing for social change within communities.[5] Scholars never attack his research, conducted from the confines of his middle-class home and removed from the struggles of everyday life facing oppressed people worldwide, as “personal,” “too sensitive,” or “lacking theoretical heft.”

When Stuart arrives, his peers (and professors) read him as an intellectual. Meanwhile women, students of color, and students with disabilities struggle to prove they deserve a place in the academy. Occupying dominant social locations, Stuart dominates classrooms. In fact, like the white men (and women) who advise him, Stuart interrupts women graduate students in class, looks out the window when students of color speak, and fully ignores the contributions of students with disabilities. During one class, Stuart claimed that “queers shouldn’t have children,” a comment obfuscated by multi-syllabic words and a questionable interpretation of queer theory. Protected by the cover of theory, Stuart’s comment went uncontested and unnamed while its harm quietly seeped into the psyches of queer students and allies. While some depleted students wished to challenge Stuart, they also knew that faculty eagerly supported him and quickly condoned...
the norms they seek to oppose. For Stuart, practice and theory never need to align.

The academy wasn't just built by people who look like Stuart. It was built with his body in mind. Stuart doesn't have to worry about how he will get in to his classrooms. He just shows up, opens the door, and walks right in. Stuart doesn't have to make endless calls to Disability Services, Parking Services, Dean's Offices, and the like, just to secure a disabled parking permit to be near his classroom. He doesn't have to think about getting up that hill. About the potential un-shoveled sidewalks and streets. About the ice and slush that jam in a wheelchair's tires.

Stuart isn't watched or marked. He doesn't have to hear the whispers about his use of the "Handicap" button to open doors. Doors that are too heavy for this body. He doesn't have to carry a cooler of food and medicine to class and with him at all times to regulate his blood sugar. He doesn't have to spend days making special food so that he'll have enough for the school week. For class, for unexpected meetings on campus. He can spend time reading Marx for fun because his body doesn't require the amount of work or time that this body does.

People like Stuart can glide through academia not thinking about the ways the buildings they use, the classrooms they occupy, and the events they attend exclude certain bodies. Stuart's body doesn't just not experience battle fatigue because of dis/ability, or race, or class, or sex, or gender; Stuart's body doesn't get physically fatigued. Because for him a door is not an obstacle. Finding a gender-neutral and accessible bathroom is not an obstacle. Getting to campus is not an obstacle. Leaving the house is not an obstacle. Using a computer is not an obstacle. People like Stuart are not tired of fighting because they don't have to fight for their bodies to exist in the spaces of academia.

The echoes of praise about Stuart's productivity issued by faculty members sting. Their reverberations act as a constant reminder of who the academy values and whose knowledges count. Stuart doesn't have to think about how to make his body read as smart, as academic, as belonging; smartness is already mapped onto his white, male, able-bodied self. Stuart, thus, embodies the white supremacist, capitalist, colonial, ableist, and gendered privilege coursing through everyday life in the academy. He represents how power and privilege shape the graduate school experience. This story, then, is not about Stuart qua Stuart: it is about how we, non-dominant students, encounter, negotiate, and confront structures of oppression within the academy.

Yet, in the telling of Stuart's violence, we do not seek to center his actions. Rather, we begin with these stories to place the body, our bodies, within the colonial, ableist, patriarchal, white supremacist academy. Such stories purposefully sketch how privileged bodies effortlessly move through graduate school while the academy "wears" on those "who do not quite inhabit the norms of the institution."[6]

We write, together, to name this institutionalized violence so endemic to the academy.

We write because we cannot remain silent. And the "we" that we envision is more than our own impulses. It is a collective we that cannot be and will not be silent in the face of oppression. As Audre Lorde writes, "Your silence will not protect you." The silence[7] of individuals who are "waiting to get a job" or "waiting to get tenure" or "keeping their heads down and doing their own thing" does not protect them from microaggressions, from oppression, from depletion.[8] What it does do is continue to reify and entrench the oppressive nature of the academy; it disciplines us to stay silent, to reinforce oppression, and to participate in its reproduction.

Thus, we urge every-body, but especially those in positions of power (i.e., tenure-track and tenured faculty) to name oppression. To name sexism. To name ableism. To name racism. To be cognizant of how these -isms intersect to violently oppress and privilege particular bodies and identities.

We must name instances, call attention to the ways that the academy’s daily practices are multiply...
oppressive. And we should do so whether we experience them through someone like Stuart, a prototypical, privileged, white male, or through anyone else whether white feminists, able-bodied people of color, or male “allies.” These violences, from whomever they come and through whatever structures make such encounters possible, must be named. They must be resisted. And they must be transformed.

We recognize that, as Sara Ahmed warns, “exposing a problem is to become a problem.”[9] Yet, we refuse to be disciplined. We refuse to have our words, actions, and experiences foreclosed for fear of being read as the “problem,” always “stirring up trouble.” Fuck the fear that the discipline, field, department, administration, university, society tries to instill in us so that we do not speak up, so that we do not name our oppressions. We recognize the academic institution and its practices for what they are: inherently oppressive. We recognize that many have no desire to critique the academy because they do not want to jeopardize their privilege within it. We recognize that critiques of academia are necessarily limited by those who make them when they are invested in maintaining its structure, a structure that works for them.

We seek to radically reshape and remake the institution in more equitable ways. True solidarity cannot pay lip service to feminist, de-colonial, anti-racist projects while maintaining individual investments in a system that works for only the most privileged bodies. Marginalized individuals cannot but participate in the oppression of other marginalized people if they are invested in academia’s current structure. Increased “representation” merely reifies the system rather than expands the possibilities for solidarity, for change.

We see our colleagues, our cohorts, our faculty, our peers, and even ourselves as colluding in these oppressions when they (we) ignore them, when they ignore us, when they remain silent at their occurrence, when they are oblivious to their daily repetition. When your colleague does not plan an accessible, inclusive event from the beginning, they actively reproduce ableism and create exclusionary spaces. And our naming that problem, and therefore your collusion in ableist oppression, makes us the problem, rather than you or the institution. When the violent actions of white, male students not only go unpunished, but undiscussed and unrecognized by faculty, you actively participate in our racialized and gendered oppression.

Within a deeply inequitable institution, we strive to navigate a space for ourselves, for understanding. We understand that we are a part of the academy and that our actions can also work to sustain it. Yet we strive for a different academy. We seek to transform the institution. For us, this includes naming the violences of those like Stuart and rejecting the common call to discipline ourselves into not writing or voicing radical critiques of the academy.

So we begin here, with a naming of sorts. We write to name what we should not name.

Yet writing also serves as a way to carve out alternative spaces. Spaces that contribute to our survivability and to our resistance against these structural and everyday forms of oppression. These spaces are where we “recognize each other, find each other, create spaces of relief, spaces that might be breathing spaces, spaces in which we can be inventive.”[10]

We write together to claim our intersectional identities and recognize that for us, the academy must include the stories of our bodies, our exclusions, our resistances, our politics, our activism. We write to document our exhaustion in surviving, resisting, and reshaping this deeply violent institution even as we, as graduate students, occupy particularly precarious positions. Given these oppressions in the academy, this is a call for different, transnational, cross-border, and accessible forms of solidarity.

We write, ultimately, as an invitation to those other depleted-yet-vibrant bodies, bodies who imagine another kind of academy. An academy that is collaborative, feminist, and inclusive. It is an invitation to strategize, to survive, to heal.
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We acknowledge that silence can be used as an ableist term to disparage other forms of communication. We recognize, however, that communication occurs in many ways including the nonverbal and that language is always already an imperfect representation. Here, when we refer to silence, we mean the refusal to name oppression.


Thank you for giving my thoughts audible!

Lisette Torres-Gerald
August 5, 2014 at 11:15 am

I feel it and love it! As a fellow woman of color, there is so much I could say, but I know we are kindred spirits in the academy. I don’t need to add anything; you have stated everything my heart feels.

La Rhonda Odom
August 5, 2014 at 12:43 pm

Thank you for this. It is so timely for me. This is exactly how I feel and I try not to let it silence me but I get so tired of being the only one. Thank you for giving me encouragement, space and permission to struggle on against the oppressive institution which is the academy.

La Rhonda Odom
August 5, 2014 at 12:56 pm

What’s your advice for not losing your mind?

Nicole Nguyen
August 5, 2014 at 2:44 pm
The only thing that’s worked for me has been the balm of radical feminist friendships, whether in person or through the interwebs…. 

La Rhonda Odom  
August 6, 2014 at 2:53 pm

It is hard to find those, particularly in HBCU communities and few radical Black feminists.

Sarah Redshaw  
August 5, 2014 at 10:18 pm

While I do go about doing my own thing because that is the only way to keep going I continue to publish and am fighting removal and diminishing of my authorship from publications. Seeing this helps me in my insecure non position. Thankyou

Luke Mendez  
August 6, 2014 at 10:01 am

This is a great article, and I like the call to name these instances! But I wonder if in constructing Stuart as so radically privileged and in not addressing the authors’ own identities, they position themselves as the ultimately marginalized-excluded other (even though they mention that they “collude” in systems of oppression). What does “non-dominant” mean, and is this homogenizing category helpful? I wonder, for example, about the authors’ identities relating to social class, dis-ability status, where they were born or live, and other markers with which Stuart was constructed. I bring this up because I think that we have to address our own intersecting and shifting identities, some of which may be privileged, especially if we are to engage in action.  

Also, as someone with a learning disability who finds it easier to listen to people when I am not looking at them, I find the equation of “Stuart looks out the window when people of color speak” with “Stuart doesn’t listen to people of color” problematic and actually ableist, and so I did want to “name” that. 

But thank you for this piece, and I hope the conversation continues. The next thing I am wondering is how to actually transform this situation.

Mijo Lopez  
August 7, 2014 at 12:11 pm

I’d like to second these thoughts. One of the authors to this article looks pretty white, likely of Italian origin based on the name.

E Woderose  
August 7, 2014 at 11:12 pm

I think what troubles me with Scarecrow here is that the authors chose to make him as repellent as possible. Jerks deplete everyone’s energy. Now let’s separate unfortunate personality traits from inherited privilege. (And seconding the bit about not looking at people when I speak with them.)

Caneisha Wright  
August 8, 2014 at 3:47 pm

Yes, and let’s not lump all privileges together and then glide back and forth between them!

Caneisha Wright  
August 8, 2014 at 1:14 pm

For real. These authors need to actually address their intersecting identities. As it reads now they basically ignore them, which is insulting and disingenuous. It is especially important when writing about oppression at elite institutions on colonized land.

Adrock  
August 6, 2014 at 10:59 am
Eh, Stuart doesn’t exist anymore at most places. Seriously. And women, not men, are the privileged few in most humanities fields excluding philosophy.

What bothers me about this article is not so much that there isn’t any new analysis being offered, its that it consists of vague calls for “action” that academics are so good at making. The fact that there are no concrete actions documented or explored makes me think that the authors are more keen on critiquing instead of organizing. I also agree with the comment that the we need to identify, acknowledge, and integrate our own intersecting identities into these critiques (and calls for action).